MRM12 FILTER MODULE

MODULE FILL MEDIA | GAC | ZK6
---|---|---
NO. OF FILTER BEDS | 2 | 2
MAXIMUM FLOW (CFM) | 250 | 250
WEIGHTS (LBS.):
EMPTY MODULE | 12 | 12
FILL MEDIA | 30 | 60
TOTAL WEIGHT | 42 | 72

WEIGHTS (LBS.):
---|---|---
EMPTY MODULE | 12 | 12
FILL MEDIA | 30 | 60
TOTAL WEIGHT | 42 | 72

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
COLD ROLLED CARBON STEEL
BLACK POWDER COATED FINISH
16 GAUGE END PLATES
22 GA. PERFORATED SCREENS
(0.077" HOLES ON 7/64"
STAGGERED CENTERS)

INTERNAL VIEW SHOWING "V"
SHAPE BED ARRANGEMENT

FLOW

3" BED DEPTH